
Marketing

Identify consumer needs
Create marketing strategies
Showcase products
Package and message design
Consumer communication
Customer experience

Example disquali�ers

de�ne
customer

vendor too inwardly focused - on their own acronyms
vendor needs to much client “time”
vendor has a lot, but not the thing we need
feel threatened by the vendor showing me up
we are not ready (sophisticated enough) for vendor

facilitate
revenue

too many slides
have to skip some

too detailed
too wordy

this part not
that interesting

I have already
zoned out

too complicated
my brain in overdrive

too much time on cover slide

typical sales call
shovel in the data
powerpoint overload
tons of words

linear presentations no longer work

11x17
single page

overview
60-90 seconds

tech sales
how can you say no

intuitive & �rst mover
trust us, trust computer

brain overheating
too much data

sell to right brain
don’t overtax

master and emissary
the divided brain
right side = decision making
left side = task completion

the real process
narratives

lead me to the answer
make it my great idea

do you have any 
questions so far?

salesperson has 20+
additional “depth” graphics

8.5” x 11” graphics
deep dive

knows to pull out the one
that directly addresses     

buyer/prospect is never going to admit they don’t understand
fragile egos - management expect them to know answers

don’t want your solution to point out their weakness

11x17 graphic
builds the �rst layer

prospect questions
build additional layers

prospect guides sales call
don’t share extra graphics

very popular in K-12 education!

“no excuses” selling
experts at each graphic
pull from briefcase instantly
sales meeting about best practices
do we need more/di�erent graphics?

great for onboarding new salespeople
learn graphics, leverage others know how

secret weapon
re�ned over time

Sales growth
Business expansion
Business pro�tability
Competitor evaluation
Opportunity management
Customer identi�cation

“Sca�olding”

Building the Graphics Sales System

Sca�olded Sales Process

can you further
explain this piece?

we have an issue
with this piece

if buyer does not 
ask, sales does 
not talk about it!

be patient
prospect on journey

again, there is a graphic
for that exact question

individual interviews
must be one-on-one
feel free to let it rip
diverse group of employees

“taxonomy” of a sales call
what should be a graphic?
what are the pain points?
what should be on 11 x 17 graphic? 

management buy-in and sign o�
align with marketing and website?
do we need legal/regulatory sign o�

design and create the graphics
11 x 17 base graphic + 8.5 x 11 graphics
keep each graphic message simple
use color sparingly - will distract

train on using the graphics
online videos for new employees
share ideas on how to present
share/document best practices

continuous improvement
get feedback from salespeople
what’s working, what’s not
do we need new graphics?

wire into crm system

sales managers in
a better position to

help sales process

tune graphics if all agree
remove graphics never used
split graphic into two graphics, if better


